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SUMMARY: A Monte Carlo study is presented to discuss the influence of the side-chain topology on the
enhancement of the persistence length of a molecular bottle-brush in a dilute athermal solution due to the
excluded volume interactions between the side chains. The structures investigated consisted of freely jointed
backbones of 100 hard spheres (beads) of diameter 1 to which 50 equally flexible side chains were grafted.
The diameter of the side-chain beads was varied from 1 to 3 in the same units. For every given size of the
side-chain bead, the length of the side chains was varied from 4 to 20 beads. The ratio between the persi-
stence length and the bottle-brush diameter, which is the determining factor for lyotropic behavior of conven-
tional semi-flexible chains, was found to be almost independent of the side-chain length. At the same time, it
was found to increase considerably with increasing size of the side-chain beads, suggesting that by a proper
choice of the chemistry lyotropic behavior of molecular bottle-brushes due to excluded-volume interactions
between the side chains might be achieved. Moreover, relatively short side chains can be used since the side-
chain length has only a minor influence on the ratio between the persistence length and the diameter. These
findings are in a good agreement with recent experimental observations.

Introduction
Recently, there has been a growing interest in so-called
molecular bottle-brushes, defined as comb copolymers
with a high density of side chains1–14). Molecular bottle-
brushes may have many special properties, such as lyo-
tropic behavior in a dilute good solvent as well as highly
ordered microphase separated structures in the melt14).
Another interesting aspect is that the attachment between
the side-chains and the polymer backbone may be cova-
lent, but a strong association between end-functionalized
oligomeric chains and homopolymers also suffices. In the
latter case, self-assembled mesomorphic structures in the
melt or concentrated solutions are formed only if the
association is strong enough to prevent macrophase
separation and if the backbone side chain repulsion is suf-
ficiently strong to induce microphase separation. In the
case of covalently linked side chains, macrophase separa-
tion is obviously not possible.

The conformations of isolated molecular bottle-brushes
are directly related to the solvent quality. Of special inter-
est is the case of a good solvent for the side chains, in
which case the side chains effectively repel each other
leading to extended conformations. In this work, we focus
on the equilibrium conformations of isolated molecular
bottle-brushes, assuming a good athermal solvent and
covalent bonding of the side chains. Important parameters
are the persistence lengthk of the backbone, defined as

the characteristic length over which a chain section
remains straight, and the diameterD of the bottle-brush.
Since longer side chains have a stronger net excluded-
volume effect, the persistence length is expected to
increase as a function of the side-chain length,M. How-
ever, concerning the possibility of lyotropic behavior of
bottle-brushes in a dilute solution, the critial parameter is
the ratio betweenk and the diameter,D, of the molecule.
For semi-flexible polymers this ratio has to be of the
order of 10 or more (k /D A 10) in order to lead to lyotro-
pic behavior15, 16). Theoretically, opinions agree on the
qualitative statements that bothk andD increase steadily
with increasing side-chain lengthM, however, they vary
considerably as far as their ratio is concerned. According
to Birshtein and co-workers17), the ratio should be inde-
pendent of the side-chain length, whereas Fredrickson18)

came to the conclusion thatk /D V M 9/8 implying that the
required extension can be achieved simply by increasing
the side-chain length.

These conflicting opinions prompted us to investigate
molecular bottle-brushes by computer simulations. In a
recent paper19), we demonstrated, using a 3d continuous
space Monte-Carlo model, that for an isolated molecular
bottle-brush, where the freely jointed beads of the main
chain and of the side chain have identical size, the persis-
tence length indeed increases considerably due to
excluded-volume interactions, however, the ratiok /D
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remained nearly constant (in the regime studied) as a
functionof theside-chain length, thussupporting thepre-
dictionsby Birshteinandco-workers17). Moreover, for the
model studied,this ratio was not nearly large enoughto
satisfy the inequality requiredfor lyotropic behavior of
semi-flexible chains.

Experimentally, the recentresults of Schmidt and co-
workers1–3) are directly related to this issue.They suc-
ceededin polymerizingbottle-brushesconsistingof poly-
methacrylate (PMA) backbonestogetherwith covalently
bondedoligostyrene side chains (700 f M

—
n f 5000 g/

mol). Usingdynamic light scattering andX-ray scattering
techniques, they noticed that for dilute solutions in a
good solvent, toluene, the chains adopt extremely
extendedconformations characterizedby a persistence
lengthof up to k L 1000 Å. For polymer concentrations
of 30 wt.-% and higher, they observeda very narrow
X-ray scattering peakwhich was interpretedasevidence
thata nematicsolution wasobtained.Therefore,our com-
putationalresults19) seemto contradict theseexperimental
results1–3). However, there are important differences
betweenthe systemstudied by Schmidt and co-workers
andthe computer model we used. First of all, the sizeof
the styreneside-units is undoubtedly bigger thanthe size
of the methacrylate monomers making up the backbone
and,secondly, bothbackbone andsidechains arealready
considerably stiffer thanfreely jointed chains.Moreover,
and this could be the main factor, the number of side
chainsperKuhn segmentof thebackboneis considerably
larger than in our case. As a consequence, the effective
excluded-volume interactions betweenthe side chains is
also considerably larger. One way of achieving a larger
excluded-volume effect for the computer simulationsas
well is by selecting the samenumber of side chains as
before,however, with side-chain beadswhich are larger
than the backbonebeads.The resultsof this endeavour
arepresentedhere.

Simulation methodand model
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were usedto study the
conformationsof molecular bottle-brushcopolymers.The
modelusedis described in detail in our previouspaper19).
All the structureswere modeledin continuous 3d space
as linear chains of hard spheres(beads) freely jointed
together, to which side chainsconsisting of beadsof a
given sizearegrafted. In this study, thediameterof side-
chainbeadswassetequal to 1.0,2.0,2.5 and3.0,whereas
the diameterof the main-chain beads in the same units
equals1.0. The only constraint in the systemis the non-
overlapping condition and,therefore, thepotentialenergy
takestheform:

Uij � 0
v

if i and j areneighboursor rij A 0:5 N �di � dj�
otherwise

�1�
�

where rij is the distancebetweenbeads i and j, di anddj

arethecorrespondingdiametersof thebeads (i. e., for the
main-chainbeads dmain = 1.0 andfor the side-chain beads
dside = 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, or 3.0, however, for a given bottle-
brush dside is the samefor all the side-chainbeads). The
distances between the centers of mass of connected
(neighbour) beads i andj wasalways setto theminimum
possible, i. e. to 0.5 N (di � dj). The hard spherecharacter
of themodelsimulatesa good, athermal,solvent.

Configurationspaceis sampledaccording to theMetro-
polis importance-sampling scheme20). Firstly, for every
trial stepit is decided whetherit is attempted to move a
main-chainbeador a side-chain bead.The probability of
trying to move a main-chainbeadis givenby19)

p� N3

nsM3 � N3
�2�

where N is the number of main-chain beads, M is the
number of beadspersidechain,andns is thetotal number
of sidechains.Af ter that, a beadis chosenrandomly from
the main-chain beads or from all the side-chain beads.
Thetrial movethenconsistsof a rotationof thebeadover
a randomly chosenangle aroundthevector definedby the
neighboring beads.This procedurecan be considered as
an off-lattice variant of the microrelaxation (L-flip in a
lattice) first introducedby Verdientet al.21) In the caseof
a graftedmain-chainbead,alsothe sidechainconnected
to it is rotated.This type of motion refers to the ideasof
the pivot algorithm22) which hasbeenstudied for linear
chains both in cubic23) and tetrahedral24) lattices and in
continuousspace25). The threedifferent trial-move types
concerningrotationsof “common beads”, “graftedmain-
chain beads”, and “chain-end beads” are illustrated in
Fig. 1. The trial move is acceptedif the new positionof
the beadsdoesnot violate the non-overlapping require-
ment, otherwiseit is rejected.

The structures studied consisted of 100 main-chain
beads (99 chainsegments)of diameter 1.0carring 50 side
chains of M beads of diameter 1.0–3.0 each.The main-
chain beads from which a sidechain is grafted were cho-
sen equally along the backbone, i. e. every other main-
chain beadcarried a side chain. Side chainsof lengths
M = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 and20 were consideredtogether
with side-beads of diameters1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. For the
side-bead diameter 2.5, only the structurewith 50 side
chains of length 20 beads wasconsidered.Every bottle-
brushstructurewasfirst equilibratedby running thesimu-
lation for at least 5 N 105 MC main-chain steps and
50 N M2 MC side-chain steps.For themain-chain, oneMC
stepcorrespondsto 100 (=N) attempts, whereasfor the
sidechains it correspondsto 50 N M attempts. After equi-
librationsteps,thesimulation wasdividedinto 10 blocks,
eachconsisting of 100N N2 MC main-chain steps(=106

MC steps)and 100N M2 MC side-chain steps.The aver-
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agevalueof thequantity of interestpAP wasestimatedas
an average of the block averagespAPblock, eachof which
was calculated using 500 conformations taken from the
simulationblock at equally spacedintervals.

Results
In this section,we presentthe resultsof our Monte-Carlo
simulationson bottle-brushesconsisting of a main chain
of 100 beadsof size (diameter)1.0 linked with 50 side
chains of 4–20 beadsof size 1.0–3.0. To suppressthe
chain-end effects, which might becomemore important
as the side-chain size increases, we excluded 5 main-
chain beads from bothchainendsandall thebeads of the
side chains connectedto these beads. Therefore, the
structurewe actually focuson consistsof a mainchainof
90 beadsand 45 side chains of a given length and size.
However, when taking Monte-Carlo steps,all the beads
(whetherincludedor excluded)were treatedequally.

To discussthe possibility of lyotropic behavior of bot-
tle-brushes,we haveto studytheratio betweenthepersis-
tence length andthebottle-brushdiameterand, therefore,
the definition of thesequantities becomes essential. As
previously demonstrated19), a correct description of the
bottle-brushbackbonerequiresat leasttwo characterictic
lengths: at a small length scale the backbone behaves
quite flexibly, while the extensionoccurs at a larger
length scale.Consequently, the expressions of the worm-
like chainmodel26), relating the persistence length to the
radius of gyration, underestimate the persistence length
we arereally interested in. A better way is to useinstead
the relation betweenthe persistencelengthandthe bond-
angle correlation function,which is givenby

pcosh�s�P � eÿs=k �3�

where pcosh(s)P is the average cosine of the angle
betweenchainsegmentsseparatedby a lengths.

Fig. 2 shows the bond-angle correlations for selected
bottle-brushes (for clarity only for M = 4, 6, 10, 20) hav-

Fig. 1. Illustration of Monte Carlo moves. (a) Bead that is
neitheran endbead,nor a main chainbeadconnectedto a side
chain. (b) Main chain beadconnectedto a side chain. (3) End
bead

Fig. 2. Bond-anglecorrelationspcosh(s)P asa functionof thesepara-
tion, s, of themain-chainbeadsfor side-chainlengthsM = 4, 6, 10, 20
of structureswith side-beadsize3.0
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ing the diameter3.0 for the side-chainbeads. Although
not shown, the samedatawere calculated for structures
havingside-beaddiameters of 1.0,2.0,and2.5.Themost
appropriate estimatefor thepersistencelengthis obtained
by usingthe middle linear parts(we choose 10 a s a 40)
of thecurves.This type of fitting leadsto the valuespre-
sentedin Fig. 3. The error barsshown include only the
errorsdue to the fitting of the given functional form to
thedatasincetheothersourcesof inaccuracyaredifficult
to estimate.Thedatashowa steadily increasing behavior
of the persistencelength as a function of both the side-
chainlength andtheside-beadsize.It canbeseenthatthe
persistencelengthexceedsthe contour length of the bot-
tle-brushbackbone, being a strong indication of the side-
chaininducedstretching, for structureshaving morethan
6 beadsof diameter3.0 perside-chain. The mostreliable

estimatesaretheonesobtainedfor the largervaluesof M
sincethenthe contribution of the self-avoiding character
of thebackbone conformation is lessimportant. Although
theexactscalingof thepersistencelengthasa functionof
M cannotbeobtainedfrom theseresults,thedatastrongly
suggest, in this regime, a scalingcloserto k l M0.7 sug-
gested by Birshtein and co-workers17) than the k l M1.9

predictionof Fredrickson18).
The bottle-brushdiameter, D, can be defined as twice

theroot mean-square averageof thedistancebetweenthe
graftedbackbonebeadandtheendbeadof thecorrespond-
ing side-chain. However, important scaling information
canfirst beobtainedby looking at theclosely relatedroot
mean-squareaverageof theend-to-enddistance,Re, of the
sidechains (in our notationthe graftedbackbonebeadis
notapartof thesidechain), shown in Fig. 4.Of course,the

Fig. 3. Persistencelengthk of thebottle-brushbackboneobtainedby using
the bond-anglecorrelationdata.The error barsdueto the fitting aresmaller
thanthesymbolsusedto present thedata,unlessspecifically shown

Fig. 4. End-to-enddistanceof the side chainsof the bottle-brushstructures
asa function of the side-chainlength,M. The error barsaresmallerthan the
symbolsusedto presentthedata
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bottle-brushdiameter wil l showa very similar behavior.
Thedatahavebeenfitted with apowerlaw equation which
leadsto scaling predictions Re l M0.687 for side-beadsize
1.0,Re l M0.711 for side-beadsize2.0,andRe l M0.718 for
side-beadsize 3.0. Sinceall the exponentsare consider-
ably larger thanthe 3d Self-Avoiding Walk (SAW) value
of 0.588, it is clear that the excluded-volume effect is
operationalfor the structuresstudied. In particular, the
exponentsfor side-bead sizes2.0and3.0seemto suggesta
leveling of to approximately 0.72, which happensto be
exactly the samevalue aspredictedby Birshteinandco-
workers17). It is alsocloseto the2dSAW valueof 0.75.

As pointedout before,thecritical parameterfor lyotro-
pic behavior is the ratio betweenthe persistencelength
and the bottle-brush diameter, which is presentedin
Fig. 5. Severalstriking observationscanbemade. Firstly,
theseresultsindicatethat, in the regimestudied,the ratio
betweenthe persistence length and the bottle-brushdia-
meter is almost a constantas a function of M. Futher-
more,this constantincreasessteadily with an increasein
size of the side-chain beads,being about twice as large
for the bottle-brusheshaving side-beads of size 3.0 than
for the structureswith side-beads of size1.0. This beha-
vior is illustratedin the insetof Fig. 5, which showsthe
ratio asa function of side-beadsizefor the largeststruc-
turesconsisting of 50sidechainsof 20 beadseach.

Basedon theresults presented,several conclusionscan
be drawn. In general, as observed before, the originally
flexible backbone of a bottle-brushcanbe stretchedcon-

siderably due to the excluded-volume interactions
betweenthe flexible sidechains.However, in the regime
studied, the increasein the persistencelength is of the
same order as the increasein the diameterasa function
of the side-chain length. Therefore, in our freely-jointed
chain model, lyotropic behavior cannot just be induced
by using longer side chains. By contrast, increasing the
side-beadsizefrom 1 to 3 changedk /D from about1.9 to
3.9, which is still too small for nematic behaviour but
suggests that, depending on the precise topology (for
instanceadditionalstiffness)of the side chains,it might
becomelarger than10, thusenabling lyotropicity. In fact,
the results of Schmidt andco-workers1–3) may providean
experimental example. Finally, our results do indicate
that the length of the side chains is not really a crucial
parameter, sincethe ratio betweenpersistence length and
diameter remainednearlyconstantalreadyat very moder-
atesidechain lengths.

Conclusions
In this paper, the equilibrium conformationsof isolated
molecular bottle-brushes consisting of a freely-jointed
main chain of hard spheres(beads)graftedwith freely-
jointedsidechains of hardsphereswereconsidered.The
effect of the side-chain topology wasstudiedby varying
the size of the side-chainbeadsbetween1.0 and 3.0,
expressedin units pertaining to the sizeof the backbone
beads.Up to thelargeststructurestudied,a main-chainof

Fig. 5. The ratio of thepersistencelength,k, over the bottle-brushdiameter, D,
asa functionof theside-chainlength,M. Insetshowstheratio asa function of the
side-bead size for the largestbottle-brushesconsisting of 50 side chainsof 20
beadseach
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100 beads and50 sidechains of 20 beadseach,the ratio
betweenthe persistence length and the bottle-brushdia-
meter remained approximately constantas a function of
the side-chain length. On the other hand, the ratio
dependsstrongly on the side-beadsize, suggesting the
importance of the side-chain topology. These findings
suggestthat in real bottle-brush systems,the ratio may
becomelarge enoughfor lyotropicity due to the proper
side-chainchemistry.
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